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This wasteful son-in-law of the Bai family, did he dare to kill?

Own, is this dazzling?

And seeing Li Yinsheng being killed, the other assassins also rushed

out at this instant, killing Lin Fan at the fastest speed.

These people are all capable masters, and there are as many as eight

masters alone, with a clear purpose, that is, they would rather die than

hold Lin Fan.

Buy more time for others!

But this was a one-sided massacre at all. There was no one who was

Lin Fan’s opponent, and it was extremely difficult even to survive the

three moves in Lin Fan’s hands.

In less than fifteen minutes, those assassins were completely dead and

blood flowed into rivers.

And this time!

Xu Yourong and Wang Yanli were already paralyzed on the ground. It

was the first time they encountered such a tragic situation.

One person killed more than a dozen people in just ten minutes?

What’s even more exaggerated is that this guy actually didn’t have the

slightest expression on his face.

It’s as if a bunch of ants have been squeezed to death at random!

Disdain!

But at this time, Lin Fan didn’t bother to pay attention to them, and

now he who was in the middle of Tiaohulishan felt shame and worry.

He quickly took out his cell phone and dialed the phone number of the

mad god of blood prison, and it took a long time for that end to be

finally connected.

Soon, there was an extremely guilty voice from the blood prison mad

god:

“Wang, I have failed your trust, and I won’t be able to keep them!”

Lin Fan sighed and said:

“Don’t blame you, I didn’t expect this scene, this is my problem.”

“How about the loss now?”

The blood prison mad god said a little guilty:

“Because the main combat power is gathered in the imperial capital,

the manpower in Jiangshi is thin. There are hundreds of brothers under

our hands, and only eight survived!”

“Four masters, two died, only Zheng Honglian and Ye Shihao remain.”

“Doctor Mike is dead, and the big guys who worked with Xinbaishi are

also dead!”

“and also…”

When he heard these bad news, Lin Fan couldn’t help clenching his

fists, the murderous intent in his eyes skyrocketed at this moment.

His brother killed nearly a hundred people!

And also hurt so many innocent people!

This, offended his negative scale!

“It’s the Lin family who started to do it!”

Lin Fan said in a cold tone, the Lin family knew that their base camp

must be empty when they came here, so they attacked Jiang Shi,

intending to completely pull out his foundation!

At this time, Lin Fan was particularly blaming himself.

“Wang, what should we do now?”

The blood prison mad god asked anxiously.

“The plan is ahead of schedule. The Lin family has already jumped the

wall in a hurry. If you ignore it again, then more victims will appear.”

Lin Fan said to the blood prison mad god.

“understand!”

The blood prison mad god suddenly agreed.

Then hung up the phone.

Lin Fan also sullenly walked out of the hotel, only to see Xu Yourong’s

mother and daughter at the door.

Xu Yourong was already unsteady, sitting slumped on the ground,

looking through the door of the hotel, as if he was afraid that Lin Fan

could not be seen.

At this time, when he saw Lin Fan coming out, his face was full of joy.

But waiting for Xu Yourong to speak, Wang Yanli had already rushed

forward and slapped Lin Fan in the face.

Lin Fan frowned, blocked her hand, and said with a cold face:

“what are you doing?”

“Dog thing, broke my good deeds, and still have the face to ask me

what I am doing? Did you anger Li Yin and run away?”

“I tell you, if he has opinions on our family, my old lady will be the first

to let you go!”

Hear the words!

Lin Fan suddenly jumped into thunder and roared directly:

“You are hopeless!”

“Your daughter was drugged, and you don’t know what’s going on

now. You don’t want to rush her to the hospital, but you still miss that

scumbag?”

“Are you so greedy for vanity?”
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